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Abstract. In this paper, we investigate a class of 2nth-order regular differential operator with
eigenparameter-dependent boundary conditions and transmission conditions at an interior dis-
continuous point. By constructing a new linear operator A associated with the problem, we
prove that the operator A is self-adjoint in a suitable Hilbert space H , and the eigenvalues of the
problem coincide with those of A. In terms of basic solutions of differential equation, we show
that the eigenvalues of this problem coincide with the zeros of the entire function det˚.1;/, and
obtain that the operator A has only point spectrum.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Sturm-Liouville theory is one of the most actual and extensively developing
fields of theoretical and applied mathematics. In recent years, highly important re-
sults in this field have been obtained for the case when the eigenparameter appears
not only in the differential equation but also in the boundary conditions. The litera-
ture on such results is voluminous and we refer to [1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14]. While
the general theory and methods of such second-order boundary value problems are
highly developed, very little is known about the general character of the higher order
problems.
While dealing with interior discontinuousness, some boundary value problems
with transmission conditions arise in heat and mass transfer, vibrating string prob-
lems, diffraction problems and various physical transfer problems [3, 6, 9]. Also,
some problems with transmission conditions which arise in mechanics [12]. In this
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paper we shall investigate a class of 2nth-order boundary value problems with ei-
genparameter boundary conditions and transmission conditions at an interior discon-
tinuous point. The goal of this study is to extend some results of the standard S-L
problems to the higher order discontinuous case.
We consider a 2nth-order differential operator with eigenparameter boundary con-
ditions and transmission conditions, and define a new linear operator A associated
with the problem in a suitable Hilbert space H , and prove the operator A is self-
adjoint, the eigenvalues of the problem coincide with those of A. We construct basic
solutions, and show that the eigenvalues of this problem coincide with the zeros of
the entire function det˚.1;/, and get that the operator A has only point spectrum.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we introduce the problem cons-
idered, a formulae of the operator A in the suitable Hilbert space H is constructed.
In Section 2, we prove the operator A is self-adjoint. Basic solutions are achieved in
Section 3, and show that the eigenvalues of this problem coincide with the zeros of
the entire function det˚.1;/. In Section 4, we prove that the operator A has only
point spectrum.
In this paper, we investigate a discontinuous boundary value problem which con-
sists of the differential equation
lu WD  .p.x/u.n//.n/Cq.x/uD u;x 2 J; (1.1)
where J D Œ 1;0/[.0;1;p.x/Dp21 for x 2 Œ 1;0/;p.x/Dp22 for x 2 .0;1;p1;p2
are nonzero real numbers; q.x/ 2 L1.J;R/; 2C is the so-called eigenparameter;
with boundary conditions
liu WD aiu.i 1/. 1/Ca2nC1 iu.2n i/. 1/D 0; i D 1;2;    ;n; (1.2)
the eigenparameter-dependent boundary conditions
lnCiu WD .b0iu.i 1/.1/Cb02nC1 iu.2n i/.1//
Cbiu.i 1/.1/Cb2nC1 iu.2n i/.1/D 0; i D 1;2;    ;n; (1.3)





.j 1/.0 /D 0; i D 1;2;    ;2n; (1.4)
where ai ;bi ;b0i .i D 1;2;    ;2n/ are real numbers, C D .cij / is 2n2n real mat-
rix, we assume that






> 0;i D 1;2;    ;n; (1.6)
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Cu.x/D .u.x/;u0.x/;    ;u.2n 1/.x//T : (1.7)










f2.x/g2.x/dx;8f; g 2 L2.J /; (1.8)
where f1.x/D f .x/jŒ 1;0/;f2.x/D f .x/j.0;1: It is easy to verify that
H1 D .L2.J /;h; i1/ is a Hilbert space.
2. THE SELF-ADJOINTNESS OF OPERATOR A
In this section, we introduce the special inner product in the Hilbert space H D
H1˚Cn, where H1 D .L2.J /;h; i1/, C denotes the set of complex numbers. A
symmetric linear operator A is defined on this Hilbert space such that problem (1.1)-
(1.4) can be considered as the eigenvalue problem of this operator. Here, we prove
that the operator A is self-adjoint, not only symmetric.
We define an inner product in H by







8f;g 2H1;hi ;ki 2C; i D 1;2;    ;n;
(2.1)
for
F D .f;h1;h2;    ;hn/;G D .g;k1;k2;    ;kn/ 2H:
In the Hilbert space H , we consider the operator A which is defined by
D.A/D f.f;h1;h2;    ;hn/ 2H jf .i 1/1 2 ACloc.. 1;0//;
f
.i 1/
2 2 ACloc..0;1//; i D 1;2;    ;2n; lf 2H1;
ljf D 0;j D 1;2;    ;n;Cf .0C/D C Cf .0 /;
hi D b0if .i 1/.1/Cb02nC1 if .2n i/.1/; i D 1;2;    ;ng;
(2.2)
AF D .lf; .b1f .1/Cb2nf .2n 1/.1//; .b2f 0.1/Cb2n 1f .2n 2/.1//;
   ; .bnf .n 1/.1/CbnC1f .n/.1///;
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F D .f;b01f .1/Cb02nf .2n 1/.1/;b02f 0.1/Cb02n 1f .2n 2/.1/;
   ;b0nf .n 1/Cb0nC1f .n/.1// 2D.A/:
For convenience, 8F D .f;h1;h2;    ;hn/ 2D.A/, let
Mi .f /D bif .i 1/.1/Cb2nC1 if .2n i/.1/; i D 1;2;    ;n;
M 0i .f /D b0if .i 1/.1/Cb02nC1 if .2n i/.1/; i D 1;2;    ;n;
(2.3)
so by (1.1), (1.3) we have
AF D .lf; M1.f /; M2.f /;    ; Mn.f //
D .f;M 01.f /;M 02.f /;    ;M 0n.f //D F:
(2.4)
Now we can rewrite the considered problem (1.1)-(1.4) in the operator form AF D
F .
From (1.6), (2.3) and (2.4), by direct calculation we obtain the following Lemma.














M 0i .f /Mi .g/;
where
W.f;gIx/
D f .x/g.2n 1/.x/ f 0.x/g.2n 2/.x/C C . 1/n 1f .n 1/.x/g.n/.x/




. 1/iC1.f .i 1/.x/g.2n i/.x/ f .2n i/.x/g.i 1/.x//D CTf .x/QCg.x/:





































Lemma 2. The eigenvalues of the problem (1.1)-(1.4) coincide with those of ope-
rator A, and its eigenfunctions are the first component of corresponding eigenfunc-
tions of the operator A.
Lemma 3. The domain D.A/ of the operator A is dense in H .
Proof. Suppose that there is an element F D .f;h1;h2;    ;hn/ 2 H , which is
orthogonal to all U D .u;M 01.u/;M 02.u/;    ;M 0n.u// 2 D.A/ in Hilbert space H ,
i.e.



















LeteC10 be the set of all functions defined on Œ 1;0/[ .0;1 such that
.x/D
(
'1.x/; x 2 Œ 1;0/;
'2.x/; x 2 .0;1;
for '1.x/ 2 C10 Œ 1;0/;'2.x/ 2 C10 .0;1. As usual, from the well-known fact that
C10 .a;b/ is dense in the Hilbert space L2.a;b/ [14, p96], it follows that the seteC10 is dense in the Hilbert space H1. Since eC10 ˚ 0n  D.A/.0 2 C/ and U D
.u.x/;0;    ;0/ 2eC10 ˚0n is orthogonal to F , i.e.








f2.x/u2.x/dx D hf;ui1 D 0: (2.6)
Therefore, (2.6) means that f .x/ is orthogonal to the subspaceeC10 which is dense











for all u 2H1, such that U 2D.A/. So for all G1D .g.x/;M 01.g/;0;    ;0/ 2D.A/,
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since M 01.g/ can be chosen arbitrarily, so h1 D 0. Similarly h2 D h3 D   D hn D
0. Hence F D .0;0;    ;0/ is the null element of the Hilbert space H . Thus, the
orthogonal complement of D.A/ consists of only the null element, and therefore is
dense in the Hilbert space H . 
Theorem 1. The operator A is self-adjoint in H .
























Since f and g satisfy the boundary conditions (1.2), and anCi ¤ 0.i D 1;2;    ;n/,
it follows that
W.f;gI 1/D 0: (2.8)
From the transmission conditions (1.4) we get
W.f;gI0C/D CTf .0C/QCg.0C/D CTf .0 /CTQCCg.0 /
D CTf .0 /QCg.0 /D W.f;gI0 /:
(2.9)
Further, putting (2.8) and (2.9) into (2.7), and applying Lemma 1, we get the re-
quired equality
hAF;Gi D hF;AGi .F;G 2D.A//;
so A is symmetric.
It remains to show that if hAF;W i D hF;U i for all F D .f .x/;M 01.f /;M 02.f /;   ;M 0n.f // 2D.A/ then W 2D.A/ and AW D U . Where W D .w.x/;h1;h2;
   ;hn/;U D .u.x/;k1;k2;    ;kn/, i.e.
(1) w.i 1/1 2 ACloc.. 1;0//;w.i 1/2 2 ACloc..0;1//; i D 1;2;    ;2n;and
lw 2H1I
(2) hi DM 0i .w/D b0iw.i 1/.1/Cb02nC1 iw.2n i/.1/; i D 1;2;    ;nI
(3) liw D aiw.i 1/. 1/Ca2nC1 iw.2n i/. 1/D 0; i D 1;2;    ;n;
(4) Cw.0C/D C Cw.0 /;
(5) u.x/D lwI
(6) ki D Mi .w/D .biw.i 1/.1/Cb2nC1 iw.2n i/.1//; i D 1;2;    ;n:
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that is hlf;wi1 D hf;ui1. According to normal Sturm-Liouville theory, (1) and (5)
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By Naimark Patching Lemma [10], there is an F 2D.A/, such that
f .i 1/. 1/D f .i 1/.0 /D f .i 1/.0C/D 0; i D 1;2;    ;2n;
f .1/D b02n;f .i/.1/D 0; i D 1;2;    ;2n 2;f .2n 1/.1/D b01;
For such an F , M 0i .f /D 0; i D 1;2;    ;n;M1.f /D 1;Mi .f /D 0; i D 2;    ;2n.
Then from (2.10) we have h1 DM 01.w/. Similarly, we can prove hi DM 0i .w/; i D
2;    ;n. So the equalities (2) hold.
Similarly, we can prove (6).
Next choose F 2D.A/, such that
f .i 1/.0C/D f .i 1/.0 /D f .i 1/.1/D 0; i D 1;2;    ;2n;f . 1/D a2n;
f .i 1/. 1/D 0; i D 2;    ;2n 1;f .2n 1/. 1/D a1;
thus Mi .f /DM 0i .f /D 0; i D 1;2;    ;n. Then from (2.10) we have
W.f;w; 1/D a1w. 1/Ca2nw.2n 1/. 1/D 0;
that is l1w D 0, so l1w D 0. Similarly, we can prove liw D 0; i D 2;    ;n. So the
equalities (3) hold.
Next choose F 2D.A/, such that
f .i 1/. 1/D f .i 1/.1/D 0; i D 1;2;    ;2n;f .i 1/.0C/D 0; i D 1;2;    ;
2n 1;f .2n 1/.0C/D ;f .i 1/.0 /D . 1/ic1;2nC1 i ; i D 1;2;    ;2n;
thus Mi .f /DM 0i .f /D 0; i D 1;2;    ;n. Then from (2.10) we have
W.f;wI0C/D W.f;wI0 /:










.i 1/.0 /;k D 2;3;    ;2n;
that is Cw.0C/D C Cw.0 /. So the equality (4) holds.
From the above synthesis proof, we can know A is a self-adjoint operator. 
From the properties of self-adjoint operators, we have
Corollary 1. All the eigenvalues of the considered problem (1.1)-(1.4) are real.
Corollary 2. Let 1 and 2 be two different eigenvalues of the problem (1.1)-(1.4),
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.b0if .i 1/.1/Cb02nC1 if .2n i/.1//.b0ig.i 1/.1/Cb02nC1 ig.2n i/.1//D 0:
Consequently, the eigenfunctions of the problem (1.1)-(1.4) corresponding to the
different eigenvalues are not orthogonal in the usual sense in the Hilbert space H .
3. CONSTRUCTION OF BASIC SOLUTIONS
In terms of existence and uniqueness theorem in ordinary differential equation the-
ory, we shall define two group basic solutions 1.x;/;2.x;/;    ;
n.x;/ and 1.x;/;2.x;/;    ;n.x;/ of the equation (1.1) on whole J D
Œ 1;0/[ .0;1.
Let 11.x;/;12.x;/;    ;1n.x;/ and 11.x;/;12.x;/;    ;1n.x;/ be
solutions of the equation (1.1) in the interval Œ 1;0/ satisfying the following initial
conditions
.C11 ;C12 ;    ;C1n ;C11 ;C12 ;    ;C1n/. 1;/
D
0BBBBBBBB@
a2n 0    0 0    0 0
0 a2n 1    0 0    0 0
                       
0 0    anC1 0    0 0
0 0     an 1    0 0
0  a2    0 0    1 0




As same as above, we let 21.x;/;22.x;/;    ;2n.x;/ and 21.x;/;
22.x;/;    ;2n.x;/ be solutions of the equation (1.1) satisfying the following
initial conditions
C21 ;C22 ;    ;C2n ;C21 ;C22 ;    ;C2n/.0;/
DC  .C11 ;C12 ;    ;C1n ;C11 ;C12 ;    ;C1n/.0;/:
(3.2)
The Wronskian w.i1;    ;in;i1;    ;in/.x;/.i D 1;2/ are independent of the
variable x, and are entire functions of parameter .
Let
wi ./D w.i1;    ;in;i1;    ;in/.x;/.i D 1;2/:
Since wi ./ are independent of the variable x, by (3.1), (3.2), we have
w1./D w.11;12;    ;1n;11;12;    ;1n/.x;/
D det.C11 ;C12 ;    ;C1n ;C11 ;C12 ;    ;C1n/.x;/
D det.C11 ;C12 ;    ;C1n ;C11 ;C12 ;    ;C1n/. 1;/
D anC1anC2   a2n ¤ 0;
(3.3)
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and
w2./D w.21;22;    ;2n;21;22;    ;2n/.x;/
D det.C21 ;C22 ;    ;C2n ;C21 ;C22 ;    ;C2n/.x;/
D det.C21 ;C22 ;    ;C2n ;C21 ;C22 ;    ;C2n/.0;/
D det.C  .C11 ;C12 ;    ;C1n ;C11 ;C12 ;    ;C1n/.0;//
D .detC/w1./D nw1./¤ 0:
(3.4)
So the functions 21.x;/;22.x;/;    ;2n.x;/ and 21.x;/;22.x;/;




11.x;/; x 2 Œ 1;0/;
21.x;/; x 2 .0;1I ;2.x;/D
(
12.x;/; x 2 Œ 1;0/;
22.x;/; x 2 .0;1I ;
      ;n.x;/D
(
1n.x;/; x 2 Œ 1;0/;




11.x;/; x 2 Œ 1;0/;
21.x;/; x 2 .0;1I ;2.x;/D
(
12.x;/; x 2 Œ 1;0/;
22.x;/; x 2 .0;1I ;
      ;n.x;/D
(
1n.x;/; x 2 Œ 1;0/I
2n.x;/; x 2 .0;1: :
Moreover, 1.x;/;2.x;/;    ;n.x;/ and 1.x;/;2.x;/;    ;n.x;/ satisfy
the boundary conditions .1:2/ and transmission conditions .1:4/. They are indepen-
dent of x, and are entire functions of parameter .
Lemma 4. The following determinant is equal to w1./, or  w1./, i.e.ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ l111 l112    l11nl211 l212    l21n           
ln11 ln12    ln1n
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇD w1./; or D w1./;
if nD 1;4;5;8;9;    , then the determinant is equal to w1./;
if nD 2;3;6;7;    , then it is equal to  w1./.
Where
l11i D a11i . 1;/Ca2n.2n 1/1i . 1;/; i D 1;2;    ;n;
l21i D a201i . 1;/Ca2n 1.2n 2/1i . 1;/; i D 1;2;    ;n;
        
ln1i D an.n 1/1i . 1;/CanC1.n/1i . 1;/; i D 1;2;    ;n:
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Proof. By (3.1), we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ l111 l112    l11nl211 l212    l21n           






a111Ca2n.2n 1/11 a112Ca2n.2n 1/12    a11nCa2n.2n 1/1n
a2
0
11Ca2n 1.2n 2/11 a2012Ca2n 1.2n 2/12    a201nCa2n 1.2n 2/1n           
an
.n 1/






ˇˇˇˇ 0    0 a2n0    a2n 1 0           
anC1    0 0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇD anC1anC2   a2n; or D anC1anC2   a2n;
if nD 1;4;5;8;9;    , then it is equal to anC1anC2   a2n, i.e. w1./; if nD 2;3;6;7;    ,




u1.x/; x 2 Œ 1;0/;
u2.x/; x 2 .0;1I
be any solution of the equation ly D y, then it can be represented as
u.x/D
(
d111C Cdn1nCdnC111C Cd2n1n; x 2 Œ 1;0/;
d2nC121C Cd3n2nCd3nC121C Cd4n2n; x 2 .0;1I ;
where di 2 C.i D 1;2;    ;4n/. If u.x/ satisfies the transmission conditions (1.4),
then d1 D d2nC1;d2 D d2nC2;    ;d2n D d4n.
Proof. Let u.x/ is represented in the form
u.x/D
(
d111C Cdn1nCdnC111C Cd2n1n; x 2 Œ 1;0/;
d2nC121C Cd3n2nCd3nC121C Cd4n2n; x 2 .0;1I :





.j 1/.0 /; i D 1;2;    ;2n;
i.e.
Cu.0C/D C Cu.0 /;
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d2nC121C Cd3n2nCd3nC121C Cd4n2n
d2nC1021C Cd3n02nCd3nC1021C Cd4n02n  







11C Cdn01nCdnC1011C Cd2n01n  
d1
.2n 1/
11 C Cdn.2n 1/1n CdnC1.2n 1/11 C Cd2n.2n 1/1n
1CCA.0;/;
we rewrite it in the following form














taking into account the initial conditions (3.2) for 21.x;/;    ;2n.x;/ and
21.x;/;    ;2n.x;/, we have























det.C.C11 ;C12 ;    ;C1n ;C11 ;C12 ;    ;C1n/.0;//D nw1./¤ 0;
the above equation (3.5) has only zero solution, d1 D d2nC1;d2 D d2nC2;
   ;d2n D d4n. 
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For convenience, we let
B D
0BB@
b01Cb1    0 0    b02nCb2n
0    0 0    0
                 





ˇˇˇˇ lnC121 lnC122    lnC12nlnC221 lnC222    lnC22n           




det˚.1;/D det.B  .C21 ;C22 ;    ;C2n/.1;//;
where
lnC12i D .b01Cb1/2i .1;/C .b02nCb2n/.2n 1/2i .1;/; i D 1;2;    ;n;
lnC22i D .b02Cb2/02i .1;/C .b02n 1Cb2n 1/.2n 2/2i .1;/; i D 1;2;    ;n;
        
l2n2i D .b0nCbn/.n 1/2i .1;/C .b0nC1CbnC1/.n/2i .1;/; i D 1;2;    ;n:
Theorem 2. The eigenvalues of the problem (1.1)-(1.4) coincide with the zeros of
the entire function det˚.1;/.
Proof. Let 0 be an eigenvalue and u0.x/ be any corresponding eigenfunction.
Show that det˚.1;0/ D 0. If not, det˚.1;0/ ¤ 0. From (3.3) and (3.4) we
know that w1.0/ ¤ 0 and w2.0/ ¤ 0. Consequently, each group of functions
11.x;0/;    ;1n.x;0/;11.x;0/;    ;1n.x;0/ and 21.x;0/;    ;
2n.x;0/;21.x;0/;    ;2n.x;0/ would be linearly independent on Œ 1;0/ and





C Cd2n1n/.x;0/; x 2 Œ 1;0/I
.d2nC121C Cd3n2nCd3nC111
C Cd4n2n/.x;0/; x 2 .0;1I
where at least one of the constants d1;d2;    ;d4n is not zero. By substituting this
representation in the conditions (1.2)-(1.4), we obtain a system of linear, homoge-
neous equations for the variables of the constants d1;d2;    ;d4n. The considered
equations are
lk.u0.x//D 0; k D 1;2;    ;4n: (3.6)













d3nCk..0b0i Cbi /.i 1/2k .1/C .0b02nC1 i Cb2nC1 i /.2n i/2k .1//D 0;

















d3nCk.i 1/2k .0/; i D 1;2;    ;2n:
By Lemma 4, we obtain that the determinant of this system is equal to
. 1/n2w1.0/w2.0/det˚.1;0/¤ 0;
or is equal to
. 1/n2C1w1.0/w2.0/det˚.1;0/¤ 0;
where
lnC12i D .b01Cb1/2i .1;/C .b02nCb2n/.2n 1/2i .1;/; i D 1;2;    ;n;
lnC22i D .b02Cb2/02i .1;/C .b02n 1Cb2n 1/.2n 2/2i .1;/; i D 1;2;    ;n;
        











.0/;k D 1;2;    ;n; i D 1;2;    ;2n:
Therefore, the system (3.6) has the only trivial solution d1 D d2 D   D d4n D 0.
Thus, we get the contradiction.
On the contrary, if det˚.1;0/D 0, the homogeneous equations for the variables
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has nonzero solution .c01; c02;    ; c02n/T . By Lemma 5, let
y.x/D
(
.c0111C C c0n1nC c0nC111C C c02n1n/.x;/; x 2 . 1;0/;
.c0121C C c0n2nC c0nC121C C c02n2n/.x;/; x 2 .0;1I
;
then y.x/ is the nonzero solution of equation l.y/ D y, which satisfy conditions
(1.3)-(1.4). so  is the eigenvalue of the problem (1.1)-(1.4). Which completes the
proof. 
Corollary 3. The eigenvalues of the problem (1.1)-(1.4) are real and form a finite
or infinite sequence without finite accumulation point.
4. COMPLETENESS OF EIGENFUNCTIONS
In this section, in terms of new Hilbert spaceH and new operatorA, we investigate
the problem (1.1)-(1.4), and obtain the following conclusion.
Theorem 3. The operator A has only point spectrum, i.e. .A/D p.A/.
Proof. Let 2p.A/. We only show  2 .A/. Since A is self-adjoint, we only
consider a real  . We investigate the equation .A /Y D F , where F D
.f;h1;    ;hn/ 2H; 2 R.
Consider the following problem8ˆˆˆ<ˆ
ˆˆ:
ly y D f;x 2 Œ 1;0/[ .0;1;





.j 1/.0 /D 0; i D 1;2;    ;2nI
(4.1)
and equations
Mi .y/CM 0i .y/D hi ; i D 1;2;    ;n: (4.2)
Let u.x/ be the solution of the equation lu uD 0, satisfying









u1.x/; x 2 Œ 1;0/;
u2.x/; x 2 .0;1I ;
where u1.x/ is the unique solution of the initial-value problem(
 p21u.2n/.x/Cq.x/u.x/D u.x/;x 2 Œ 1;0/;
u.i 1/. 1/D a2nC1 i ;u.2n i/. 1/D ai ; i D 1;2;    ;nI ;
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and u2.x/ is the unique solution of the initial-value problem8ˆ<ˆ
:









w1.x/; x 2 Œ 1;0/;
w2.x/; x 2 .0;1I








.j 1/.0 /; i D 1;2;    ;2nI :





C Cd2n1n/.x;/Cw1; x 2 Œ 1;0/;
.d121C Cdn2nCdnC121
C Cd2n2n/.x;/Cw2; x 2 .0;1I
; (4.3)
where di 2C.i D 1;2;    ;2n/.
Since  is not eigenvalue of the problem (1.1)-(1.4), at least one of the following
expressions is not zero
.b0iu.i 1/.1/Cb02nC1 iu.2n i/.1//Cbiu.i 1/.1/Cb2nC1 iu.2n i/.1/;
i D 1;2;    ;n: (4.4)




Cb02nC1 iy.2n i/.1//D hi ; i D 1;2;    ;n:
(4.5)
Substituting (4.3) into (4.5), we get
.bi
.i 1/
21 .1/Cb2nC1 i.2n i/21 .1/C.b0i.i 1/21 .1/Cb02nC1 i.2n i/21 .1///d1
C .bi.i 1/22 .1/Cb2nC1 i.2n i/22 .1/C.b0i.i 1/22 .1/Cb02nC1 i.2n i/22 .1///d2
C C.bi.i 1/2n .1/Cb2nC1 i.2n i/2n .1/C.b0i.i 1/2n .1/Cb02nC1 i.2n i/2n .1///dn
C .bi.i 1/21 .1/Cb2nC1 i.2n i/21 .1/C.b0i.i 1/21 .1/Cb02nC1 i.2n i/21 .1///dnC1
C .bi.i 1/22 .1/Cb2nC1 i.2n i/22 .1/C.b0i.i 1/22 .1/Cb02nC1 i.2n i/22 .1///dnC2
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C C.bi.i 1/2n .1/Cb2nC1 i.2n i/2n .1/C.b0i.i 1/21 .1/Cb02nC1 i.2n i/2n .1///d2n
D hi   .biw.i 1/2 .1/Cb2nC1 iw.2n i/2 .1// .b0iw2.1/Cb02nC1 iw.2n i/2 .1//;
i D 1;2;    ;n:
We rewrite the above equations in following form, i.e.





















The coefficient determinant of the equations about d1;d2;    ;d2n is det˚.1;/. Since
 is not an eigenvalue, det˚.1;/ ¤ 0, we know that d1;d2;    ;d2n is uniquely
solvable. So the general solution of the boundary value problem (4.1) is uniquely
determined.
The above argument shows that .A  I / 1 is defined on all of H . We obtain
that .A  I / 1 is bounded by Theorem 1 and by the closed Graph Theorem. Thus
 2 .A/. Hence, .A/D p.A/. 
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